The Mentor Embedded IVI Base Platform is GENIVI .0 compliant on the Intel Atom, ARM
and ARM Cortex-A9 platforms.

Mentor now offers the GENIVI compliant Mentor®
Embedded IVI Base Platform (MEIBP), which serves as
the foundation for IVI software development by integrating
graphics, communication, and multimedia middleware
(including components for connectivity, audio, speech,
positioning, networking, and security) with libraries, system
infrastructure, and management components – all atop
the Linux kernel and relevant drivers.
Based on Mentor Embedded Linux, Mentor’s IVI Base
Platform includes a build system and a complete
Application Development Environment. MEIBP is
available on three architectures: Intel Atom, ARM
Cortex-A8, and ARM Cortex-A9.
Mentor® Embedded Linux and build system –
Developing IVI with open source requires both an organized and repeatable process built into every workflow. A
key element in Mentor Embedded Linux is the build system
which provides the platform developer with all the necessary tools to automate the Linux build process including
providing verified builds from source and a source kit
generator for aiding open source compliance.
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Mentor® Embedded Sourcery™ CodeBench – For over
20 years, the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) has been the
foundation to the entire world of open source. Sourcery
CodeBench (formerly known as CodeSourcery G++) is the
industry leading software development environment based
on the GNU toolchain and Eclipse, providing world-class
tools and silicon independence for developers everywhere.
Inflexion® HMI – Mentor Embedded Inflexion is the
preferred tool among customers around the world when
building user interfaces for their unique IVI solutions. Using
Inflexion, designers and developers can innovate and
evolve HMI designs independently of the underlying IVI
software platform with a contract interface that protects UI
secrecy. Inflexion also solves HMI workflow problems with
support for multiple users and separation of the UI and
applications.
With the Mentor Embedded IVI Base Platform, Mentor
Embedded development tools, and expert professional
services, automotive OEMs have a comprehensive solution
for building the next generation of IVI systems.

Linux is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.

For more information on Mentor Embedded IVI, please contact us at: ivi_info@mentor.com
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